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SOME PROPERTIES OF BITOPOLOGICAL SPACES

Won Huh and Yong Mun Park

1. Introduction

A bitopological space (X, RQ) is a set X together with 
two topologies P and Q on X. In this paper we study some 
properties of bitopological spaces.

In J. C. Kelly[2], Theorem 2. 7. is the generalization of 
Urysohifs Lemma. In this paper we prove the sufficiency 
condition also holds.

In section 3, when we define a bitopological space (X, P, 
Q) to be pairwise paracompact if (瓦 F, Q) is pairwise Hausd- 
orff and each P-open covering of X has a Q-open nbd-finite 
refinement, and each Q-open covering of X has a P-open 
nbd-finite refinement, we prove that every pairwise 
paracompact space is pairwise normal.

2. Pairwise Hausdorff, pairwise regular, pairwise 
normal bitopological spaces

The following definition extends to a bitopological space (X, 
P, Q) the notions of separation properties of a topological 
space (X, F).

Definition 2.1. [2]. In a space (X, F, Q), P is said to be 
regular with respect to Q if, for each point x in X, there 
is a P~neighbourhood base of Q-closed sets.

T표eorem 2. 2. In a space (X, P, Q), P is regular -with 
respect to Q if and only for each point x in X and
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each P-closed set P such that z冬P, there are a P-open set 
U and a Q-open set V such that awU, PGV, and UC\V 
=©.

Proof. Let x be an arbitrary point in X, and P is a 
F-closed set such that Then eWF and Pc is a P-open 
set. By hypothesis, there exists a P-neighbourhood of Q 
closed set U Qi x such that UgP。. Then, hwU, PQ0气 U 
is a P-open set, Uc is a 0-open set, and [】「「项=饥 i. e. 
there exist a P-open set U and a Q-open set Uc such that 
dWU、F墓U\ and tZp Uc=(f). Conversely, let x be an arb
itrary point in X and N3) be a P-open neighbourhood base 
of x. Then for each element W of Wc is P-closed 
and x^Wc
By hypothesis, there exist a P-open set U and a Q-open 
set V such that U9 WcCV and UC\VThen there 
are a P-open set U and Q-closed set Vc such that x^U(ZVc 
UW.

Put WQx) — {Vc}^ 난len WQx) is a F-neighborhood base 
of Q-closed sets.

(X,」RQ) is or P and Q are, pairwise regular if P is 
regular with respect to Q and vice versa.

Definition 2.3. [2]. A space (X, RQ) is said to be pai
rwise Hausdorff if for each two distinct points x and y, 
there are a P-neihbourhood U of x and a Q-neighbour
hood V of y such UDV=4>.

Theroem 2. 4.[5丄 If a bitopological space (X, P, Q) is 
pairwise Hausdorff then sets which are compact with 
respect to one are closed with respect to the other.

Defintion 2. 5. [2]. A space(X, P, Q) is said to be pairwise 
normal if^ given a P-closed set A and a Q-closed set B 
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with AAB==^>, there exist a Q~open set U and a P-open 
set V such that A任U, BGV, and UC\V =(p.

Theorem 2.6. A spaceQX, R Q) is pairwise normal if 
and only if. given a Q~ closed set C and a P-open set D 
such that C墓D, there are a P-open set G and a Q-closed 
set F such that CQG^FQD.

Proof. Let C be a Q-closed set and D be a P-open set 
such that C，D. Then Dc is a P-closed set and
By hypothesis there exists a Q~open set U and a P-opsn set 
V such that D히WU, C£y, and =

Then UC^D, CSV, VQUC, and Uc is a ^-closed set. 
Put F= Uc, and G—V, then there exist a P-open set G 
and a Q-closed set F such that C二G£E匚D.

Conversely, let A be a P-closed set and B be a Q-closed 
set such that AC\B =(p. Then Ac is a P-open set and B is 
a ^-closed set such that

By hypothesis there exist a P open set G and Q-closed set 
F such that BQG^FQAC. Then BQG, A QF% Fc is a 
Q-open set and G C\Fc^=(p. Thus there exist a P-open set G 
and a Q-open set Fc such 난mt BQG, A^FC, and GP|FC = 
©・

In J. C. Kelly [2丄 Theorem 2.7. is the generalization of 
Urysohn's Lemma. In this paper we prove that the sufficient 
condition also holds.

Theorem 2.7. A space QX, P, Q) is pairwise normal^ if 
and only if, given a Q-closed set F and a P-closed set H 
with F「\ H=<饥 there exists a real-valued function g on X 
such that^

田 g(z) = 0 (eWF), gQx) = 1 (zwH), and
図 g is P-upper semi-continuous and Q-lozver semi-con
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tinuous.
Proof. Necessity. [2, theorem 2.7]
Sufficiency. Let A and B be subsets of X such that A is s. 

Q~closed set, B is a P-closed set, and APiB=^>* By hypo- 
the음is there exists a real valued function g on X such that,

ffl g(")=。(zUA), g(z) = l QcwH), and
図 g is 一P-uppe호 semi-continuous and Q-lower semi-conti

nuous.

Put U={z[g3)사}, v= {:이 gM)〉^}. Then AuU, 

BuV, 卩=©, and U is a P-open set K is a Q'Open set. 
HenceC-Y, P, Q) is pairwise normal.

Another necessary and sufficient conditions that (X, P, Q) 
is pairwise normal is in E. P. Lane [4丄

Theorem 2,8. In order for (X, P,Q) to be pairwise nor
mal^ it is necessary and sufficient that for every pair of 
functions f and g defined on X such that f is P- lower semi- 
continuous and g is Q-upper semi-continuos, and gMf, 
there exists a P-lower semi-continuous and Q-upper semi- 
continuous function h on X such that g^h^f.

PROOF. Necessity. [4, theorem 2.5]
Sufficiency. Let A and B be subsets of X such that A is 

a jt1-closed set? -B is a Q-closed, set, 力 Define real

functions Xx.A：X->R, XB:X^R by Xi(z)= "莒트言—A 

扁(为= 估 *틑§一b Then Xx-A is lower semi-continuous, 

為 is Q-upper semi-continuous and 扁By hypothesis 
there exists a P-lower semi-continuous and 0-upper semi- 
continuous function k on X such that 烏苴丘冬 Xxi. Put U= 
{球談)>专}, V ={x-.hQx)<~-}. Then BuU, Au卩，UQV
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=©, and t7 is a P-open set V is a Q-open set.
Definition 2.9. Suppose that P and Q are topologies on 

a set X. We say that P is completely regular with respect 
to Q in case every P~ closed subset F of X and each point 
x in X\F9 there is a P~lower semicontinuous and Q~upper 
semicontinouus function f on X such that f—Q on F, 
=1, and The space (X, P, Q) is pairwise comple
tely regular if P is P is completely regular zmth respect 
to Q and Q is completely regular with respect to P.

Definition 2.10. [4]. A subset A of Xis SC-embedded Cresp. 
SC-embedded^) in X if every real-valued (resp. bounded 
real valued) P-lozver semicontinuous and Q-ttpper semicon
tinuous jimdion on A can be extended to a P-lower semi
continuous and Q-upper semicontinuous function on X,

Theorem 2. IL [4丄 Every P-closed and Q-dosed subset of 
a pairwise normal space (X, RQ) is SC* - embedded.

Definition 3.14. [41 Let (X, P,Qj be a bitopological space. 
If f is a real-valued function on X that is P-lower semi- 

continuous and Q-upper semicontinuous^ then 
MO} is a P-zero-set with respect to 0 and 
is a Q-zero-set with respect to P.

The terminology will be abbreviated as follows； a P-zero-set 
with respect to Q will be called a P-zero-set, and a Q-zero- 
set with respect to P will be called a Q-zero-set.

Let /* be a P-upper semicontinuous and Q-low er semicont
inuous function on X. Then, for every real number 尸，{zW 
X\r^fQx)} is a P-zero-set and {x^.X\f Qx)r} is a Q-zero 
-set. Also, because {zUX|g(z)冬0} = {xUX| (gVa)(N)= 0}, 
any P-zero-set is of the from {euX|^(g)=0}, where h is 
P-lower semicontinuous and Q-upper semicontinuous and
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0. Similarily, any Q-zero-set is of the from {:二 

0}, where h is P-uppe 호 semicontinuous and Q-low er semico- 
ntinuous and 五MO.

Theorem 2.12. The space (X, P, Q) is pairwise completely 
regular if and only if the P-zero-sets from a base for the 
P-closed sets and the Q-zero-sets from a base for the Q~ 
closed sets.

Before proving Theorem 2.12, we need the following Le
mma.

Lemma 2.13. For every P-zero-set F and each point x in 
X\F9 there exists a P-lower semicontinuous and Q~upper 
semicontinuous function f on X such that f(F、) = 0, =
and 0冬产愆)WL (&WX)

BkgOK LetM1 . a P-^ero-set. Then 仞z)=0}
where h is P'lower semicontinuous and Q-upper semicontin
uous, and 五MO. Let xG^：X\F, then by difinition of F, 
方(z)〉0・ Put /(^)=min {-舞으＞,1} , then/(F) = 0, /(^o)^ 

1, and OWJML Furthermore, f is P-lower semicontinuous 
and 0-upper semicontinuous. Since k is P-lower semicon

tinuous and Q-upper semicontinuous, and 丘(&)〉0,
冷（百）

is P-lower semicontinuous Q-upper semicontinuous. So
= min [-££끠-, 고] is P-lower semicontinuous and Q-upper

I力(他)』 

semicontinuous.
Proof of Theorem 2.12. Let F be a P-closed set and x be 

an arbitrary point in X\F. By hypotesis, F= fl FL where FL 
is P-zero-set for each L. Since F= PlFL and e&F, there 
exists a F-zero-set FLq such 난lat FuF% and e&F%. Then 
by Lemma 3.16, there exists a P-low er semicontinuous and
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Q-uppe호 semicontinuous function f on X such that /(2^0) = 
0, 了3) = L and Then since FdF^ f(F) = 0. Thus
F h P-completely regular with respect to Q. Slm:larily Q 
is completely regular with respect to p.

Conversely, let F be a F-closed set. Then since (X, P, Q) 
is pairwise completely regular, for each point 皿 in X-Fq 
there is a P-lower semicontinuous and Q-u고per semiconti- 
nuous function fXQ on X such that fXQ(F) = 0f 顶= and 
OW和WL Put 风={.wX|£d(z)冬0}, then F“ is a Q-zero 
set and」F=「旧帶 Thus P-zero sets form a base for the P-

:r° 三 X'P이

closed sets. Similary ^-zero sets form a base for the Q- 
closed sets.

Theorem 2*14. [4丄 If X is pairwise norvial and if a 
subset A of is a P~zero-set and a Q-zero-sei^ then A is 
SC-embedded in X

3. Pairwise paracompact spaces

Definition 3.1. Let (AJa^A} and be two
coverings of a space X.{Aa} is said to refine {or be a refi
nement of) {•矶} if for each 々간 there is some Bs z^ith Aa 
U岛.

Definition 3.2. A refinement (厶Jaw厶} of {一&[guB} is 
called precise if A = B and for each a.

Lemma 3. 3. If the space (X, P, Q) is pairwise Hausdorff, 
Then for a fixed point p in X, and for each point q^p 
i켈‘ X, there is a P-open neighbourhood such that q& 
Q-clUs Similarily there is a Q-open neighbourhood Vq) 
such that q^P-clV

PROOF. Let q be an arbitrary point in X such that p^q. 
Since (X“P,Q) is pairwise Hausdorff there exist a P-open 
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neighbourhooh U”、and a Q-open neighbourhood V(q) such 
that 以力抵卩是=©. Then UrUI气儿 q「W(”，and is 
Q'dosed. Thus Q-clU^dVcc^, So q&Q-clUg

Lemma 3.4. If the P-covering {A」awA} of X has a 
Q~neighbourhood-finite refinement then it also
has a precise Q-neighbourhood-finite refinement {GJauA}. 
Furthermore^ if each is a Q~ope^ set, then each Ca 
can be chosen to be an Q-open set also.

Proof. Define a map <p:B—>A by assigning to each 
some such that B^czAa, For each aGA let — (J {Bff 

some Ca may be empty. Clearly, CadAa for 
each a, and also {C」ot^A} is a covering because each 
B3 appears somewhere； 饥 is evidently Q-open whenever 
each B3 is Q-open. If{5s} is Q-neighbourhood-finite, then 
each point x in X h츠s a Q-neighbourhood V such that V 
Mg for at most finitely many indices g. And the number of 
{C^} such that Vr\C 云。is less then {B&}. Thus VACa^<p 
for at most finitely many indices a, {Cc} is the호efo호e Q- 
neighbourhood-finite refinement.

Lemma 3. 5.匚口 Let{Aa\a^A} be a neighbourhood-finite 
family in X. Then}

HI {clAa\a^A} is also neighbourhood-finite.
図 for each BcA, U{&|6uB} is closed in X.
Definition 3.6. A pairwise Hausdorff space (X, P, Q) is 

pairwise paracompact if each P-open coz ering of X has a 
Q-open neighbourhood finite refinement and each Q-open 
covering of X has a P-open neighbourhood-finite refine
ment.

Theorem 3.7. Every pairwise paracompact space is pa
irwise normal.
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Proof. We first show that the pairwise paracompact space 
is pairwise regular. Let A be a P-closed set in X and y be 
a given point in X such that y^A. Since (X“P, Q) is pair- 
wise Hausdorff. We find by Lemma 3.3, that each a^A 
has a P~open neighbourhood Ua with y^Q-clUat Since { Ua\ 
a^A} U {Ac} is a P-open covering of X, we use pairwise 
paracompactness and Lemma 3.4, to get a precise Q-neigh
bourhood-finite open refinement {t싱々WA}UG. Then M— U 
{Va\a^A) is Q-open and contains A. Furthermore, because 
(Va} is ^-neighbourhood-finite, Lemma 3.5. shows that Q~ 
clM=^ U {Q-clV^a^A} and since y^Q-clUaZ)Q~clVa for 

each 口wA, we find y^Q-clM. Since (、X,P、Q) is pairwise 
Hausdorff, and we find by Lemma 3.3. that
each b^Q~clM has a Q-neighbourhood Wb with y&P-clWb9 
since{恥|Z后U {〔OcZM〕。} is a Q-open covering of 
X, we use pairwise paracompactness and Lemma 3.4. to get 
a precise 尸Tieighbou호hood-finite open refinement {T^b^Q- 
clM} U H. Then U {Th\b^Q-clM} is P-open contains 
Q-clM. Furthermore, because {Tb} is P-neighbourhood finite 
Lemma 3.5. shows that P-clN=^ U {P-clTb\b^Q-clM}, and 

since y^P-clW0Z)P-clTb for each b^Q-clM, we find y 
&P-dN・ Then y^ZP-clNy, iP-dN)c f]i. e. there 
exist a P-open set〔F-cZN〕。，Q-open set A么 夕旧頒-cJN〕％ 

A^M such that CP-clNy A So P is regular with respect 
to Q, similarily Q is regular with respect to P. Thus (X, P, 

Q) is pairwise regular. We now prove that X is pairwise 
normal. Let A be a P-closed set, B be a closed set with

Then for each b&A. Since (、X,P,Q) is
pairwise Hausdorff, we proved above that for each bwB 
there is a Q-open set such 난lat and b^Q-clMb.
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Then AGA Mb, S Q-clMb3C]B = <t). Put M= A Mb, then 
b든B b=B b三8

A2M^Q-clM and since Q-clM—Q-cl^n A Q-clMb,
bwB b드 B

Q-cZM(\B = q). Since (X, 一P, Q) is pairwise regular, for each 
a^Q-clM, there is a Q-open ses Ua and P-open set Va 
such 난lat awUz, BuVL, and，「)R = ©・ Therefore for each 
aWQ-clM, there i도 a Q-open set Ua such that aW 功 and 
•P-c：以Since {l지czuQ-dM} U {〔QyZMT} is an Q~ 
open covering of X, we use pairwise paracompactness and 
Lemma 3.4 to get a precise P-neighbourhood-finite open 
refinement {Va\a^Q-clM}{J G. Put N= iJ {Va\a^Q~clM}, 
then N is P-open and Q-cZM으]V Furthermore, because ( Va} 
is P-neighbourhood-finite, Lemma 3.5 shows that P-clN= 
U [P^clVaiu^Q-clM}. Since P-clU^P-clVa for each “G 
Q~clM, and BC\P-clUa=<p, we find BC}P-clN=4>. So 
we find a Q-closed set Q-clM. P-closed set Nc such 난lat 
A으Q-cZM, BuN\ and Q-clMP\Nc —(t>. Since Q-clM is Q- 
closed, Nc is P-closed, and Q-clMr\Nc=4), as we proved 
above 반lere is a set H uch that NC<^H^Q-clH and Q-clH 
nQYZM=0 Then AQQ-clMQiQ-clHy. BQQP-clNy 
Since UlNYuNgH墓Q-clH, LQ-clHyC\ [P-clNA冲. 
In other word, there exist P-open set ^P-clNjc and Q-open 
set tQ-clHy such that B^^P-clNy and〔Q-

Example 3.8. In a real line R, let P be the usual topology 
and Q be the topology generated by the open-closed interval 
(“M] (tz, b^R, a <&). Then (R, P, Q) is a paiwise paracom 
pact space.
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